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ABSTRACT
Augmented Reality is commonly used for entertainment pur-
poses on today’s smartphones. We intend to aid the evolution
of Augmented Reality as a tool as opposed to a toy. With
the use of Apple’s ARKit 1.5 release, which features vertical
surface recognition, we implement and evaluate a solution to
a target problem which aims to contribute to the knowledge
of Augmented Reality’s strength and weaknesses. The imple-
mentation allows an iPhone user to measure surface areas by
placing anchors to mark an area to be measured. We find that
our Augmented Reality tool does not provide the same pre-
cision as manual measurements but is still reasonably within
boundaries if an estimation is acceptable.

Author Keywords
Augmented Reality; AR; Demo; Measurement; Surface Area;
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INTRODUCTION
It has been debated how long Augmented Reality (AR) tech-
nology has existed but a few early systems[5, 12] appeared
in the 1960’s which appear similar to today’s definition of
Augmented Reality. The term ’Augmented Reality’ was not
coined until the early 1990’s by Professor Tom Caudell and
David Mizell at Boeing Computer Services in Seattle[2]. The
first fully functional Augmented Reality system,Virtual Fix-
tures [11], was developed by the U.S. Air Force’s Armstrong
Labs that same year and in 1997 Feiner et al introduced the
first outdoor AR system; it was called the Touring Machine
[4]. The system required the user to wear a backpack holding
a computer, a tablet for input, and various sensors [6]. With
recent advances in technology, AR has become more prevalent
and smaller devices support it. Today, every person with a
smartphone has access to AR and it has seen widespread pop-
ularity in recent years with mobile games such as Ingress or
Pokémon GO, the latter having more than 100 million down-
loads worldwide [10]. AR has also seen implementation with
devices such as Google Glass or Microsoft HoloLens which
are both headmounted displays instead of handheld devices.

AR is generally known for its entertainment value due to its
popular usage in games but has seen use in helping subjects
perform certain tasks[7]. We base our thesis around the idea
of Augmented Reality as a tool and seek to contribute research
towards Augmented Reality’s applicability as a solution to
different problems.

Motivation
In recent years, Augmented Reality has gained popularity;
mainly as a gimmick used in entertainment media. We believe
that the technology has greater potential as a utility tool, as
a means to improve effectiveness or provide easy access to
information. This has previously been proven to be the case[7]
for certain types of assembly tasks. We aim to contribute to
the field by evaluating the feasibility of measuring the surface
area of flat real world objects.

Purpose
The goal of this thesis is to evaluate the feasibility and preci-
sion of measuring using Augmented Reality while utilising
the recently released vertical plane detection in ARKit 1.5.
This will be achieved by developing and evaluating a proof of
concept for an Augmented Reality based tool that measures
the surface area of a given vertical surface.

Research Questions
Is it possible to measure the surface area of a vertical wall
using Augmented Reality? Will the measurements gener-
ated from the application be within reasonable bounds to be
considered representative of the object’s real dimensions?

How much do measurements of a surface area obtained
through our Augmented Reality tool differ from manual
measurements? Depending on what field one seeks to use our
tool in, the acceptable margin of error will differ. Before we
are able to determine if the tool is suitable for a task, knowing
its approximate precision is important.

Limitations
This paper will not discuss any extensive market analyses
and will focus on the development and evaluation of the Aug-
mented Reality tool. The tool will only be implemented and
tested on an iPhone SE running iOS 11, and not any other
platforms. The tool will not be a general framework, but rather
a solution for a specific task. We will not perform any usability
evaluations, and will only focus on the technical aspect.



THEORY
In this section we present keywords that are relevant in order
to better understand this thesis, as well as studies and articles
related to our work.

Augmented Reality
Augmented Reality is a technique for presenting computer-
generated information to a user by superimposing it on the
user’s perception of the real world. As opposed to Virtual
Reality, Augmented Reality does not replace the user’s world
with a new one, but "augments" their existing environment. It
is mainly done visually, but can also include auditory or haptic
information.

ARKit
ARKit1 is a tool for the development of Augmented Reality
for Apple’s iOS. In Mars 2018, ARKit 1.5 was released. The
significance of this is that the tool now supports vertical surface
recognition; this is crucial for our Augmented Reality tool to
work.
Using ARKit we can detect a wall as a vertical surface and
estimate our distance to the surface. Determining the surface
area of the wall is then simple.

Feature points
While plane detection is activated, ARKit will continuously
look for feature points; they are features in an image that
are considered interesting for world tracking. This means
that blank surfaces or white walls will typically have very
few feature points while a colored wall with a pattern will
have many feature points. Lighting also has a huge effect
on how many feature points ARKit can identify, where a
bright lit room is a recommended environment to get the best
experience.

Plane detection
If ARKit detects enough feature points on any plane, an
ARPlaneAnchor object is added to its list of anchors. The
anchor provides information about the location and estimated
shape and size of the plane. ARKit will continuously try to
improve the position of the anchor as it learns more about the
environment during a session.
As plane detection can be quite battery consuming, it
is recommended[1] to turn off plane detection once the
needed information has been gathered. This can be
achieved during a session by setting PlaneDetection in the
ARWorldTrackingConfiguration-object to False.

ARHitTest
Hit-testing is the process of resolving if a ray along the normal
of a screen, from a set position on said screen, intersects
with one or more objects that are rendered in the application.
ARHitTests are designed to do this, but limits the results to
intersections with objects generated from plane detection. This
helps find the objects in the real world that detected feature
points and planes describe.

1https://developer.apple.com/arkit/

Unity
Unity2 is a cross-platform game engine and editor. There
exists a plugin, called the Unity ARKit Plugin3, which allows
development with ARKit in the Unity editor. We will be using
Unity 2017.3 together with this plugin in the development of
our tool.

Scene
Scenes describe the environments and menus of a Unity
project. They are the containers in which one presents ev-
erything the user of a Unity project interacts with.

Raycasting
Raycasting is used to find the first intersection between a ray,
that has been cast from a set location and along a set direction,
and any GameObject.

GameObject
A GameObject is any object present at a Scene in Unity. It
can be a light source, a camera, a plane, a container for a
helper class, and much more. Each GameObject has a set of
components that determine what it looks like and how it acts.

Time Complexity
Time complexity is a measure of the estimated time to run an
algorithm. The time complexity of an algorithm is estimated
by counting the number of elementary actions that are per-
formed during its course. This works under the assumption
that elementary actions do not vary in the amount of time
needed. A time complexity of n is written as O(n).

Ear Clipping
Ear clipping is a method for triangulating a simple polygon
with no holes in it. It is done by finding three vertices in the
polygon that together form a triangle with two sides along
the outer lines of the polygon and the third side completely
inside it and removing the triangle from the polygon. This is
repeated until the polygon consists of only one triangle. The
time complexity of ear clipping is O(n2).

Algorithms
In the following subsections we present algorithms which we
have used for our implementation.

Shoelace Formula
The Shoelace Formula is an algorithm used to determine the
surface area of any simple polygon. A simple polygon is a two
dimensional shape enveloped by straight outlines that do not
intersect. The outlines must form a closed path.
The Shoelace Formula can be expressed with

A =
1
2
|
n−1

∑
1=1

xiyi+1 + xny1 +
n−1

∑
1=1

xi+1yi + x1yn|

For each edge AB, we calculate the cross product A×B and
divide it by two to find the surface area of the triangle ABO,
where O is the origin. Summing all areas cancels out the ones
between the polygon and the origin, leaving only the total area
of the polygon.
2https://unity3d.com/
3https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/essentials/tutorial-
projects/unity-arkit-plugin-92515 as is 2018-05-31



Local Coordinates of a Two-Dimensional Polygon in a Three-

Dimensional Space
To be able to implement the Shoelace Formula, we need the
two-dimensional coordinates of the vertices of our polygon
local to the plane on which the polygon is located. This
algorithm4 was implemented to determine the local two-
dimensional coordinates of a series of vertices given three-
dimensional coordinates. The prerequisite for the algorithm
to work is that we have at least three three-dimensional co-
ordinates that exist on the same plane. In the case of our
Augmented Reality tool, every finished shape will contain at
least three three-dimensional coordinates as the vertices of a
polygon always form a closed path. We call the vertices of our
polygon {v1, . . . , vn}. The first half of the algorithm consists
of a change of basis to a two-dimensional vector space V with
basis B = {ê1, ê2} and origin o = v1 where

ê1 =
v2−o
|v2−o|

and ê2 =
(ê1× (v3−o))× ê1

|(ê1× (v3−o))× ê1|
.

The second half is to project all vertices of our polygon onto
V. This operation yields the local coordinates of our polygon

Plocal = {((v1−o)· ê1, (v1−o)· ê2), . . . , ((vn−o)· ê1, (vn−o)· ê2)}.

RELATED WORK
Augmented Reality is not a new field, but it has had limita-
tions during early studies. Neuman & Majoros published a
study surrounding the application of AR in manufacturing and
maintenance [9]. Their implementation was intended to assist
personnel with maintenance instructions that would display
instructions overlaid on e.g. access panels on an aircraft. They
suggested that, while they could not test their application with
real aircraft maintenance personnel, AR seemed promising
for the future. AR technology at the time wasn’t nearly as
compact as it is today, and so they had trouble getting their
cumbersome equipment onto the aircraft where they were
supposed to test it.

In 1993, Milgram et al published a study[8] where they pre-
sented solutions related to Human-Robot communication us-
ing Augmented Reality. A virtual tape measure was presented
as a means to communicate instructions, but the precision of
the tape measure is not evaluated.

To help us evaluate our own system, we turn to work con-
ducted by Dünser & Billinghurst [3]. Based on this work, an
Augmented Reality system can be evaluated using a mix of
evaluation methods.

1. Objective measurements
These methods result in concrete numbers based on objec-
tive observations. Two typical measurements include time
to finish and number of errors made.

2. Subjective measurements
Mainly done through ratings, questionnaires and similar
methods.

4Inspired by 6502’s answer at https://stackoverflow.com/a/
26370192 as is 2018-04-26

3. Qualitative analysis
Qualitative analysis is similar to Subjective measurements,
but does not record numbers. It is mainly done through
interviews or video analysis.

4. Non User-Based Usability evaluation techniques
Usually heuristic evaluations or usability evaluations done
by experts.

5. Informal testing
Based on feedback or informal observations. This method
is not approved by the authors.

Dünser & Billinghurst conclude that there is no best method
of evaluation for all Augmented Reality systems and that the
optimal method instead depends on the research question.
Because of this, we have chosen a strictly objective evaluation
method as it would be the most effective in answering our
research questions.

As far as we can tell, vertical surface recognition is a new
technology in AR and research in the area is scarce. There
exists applications that utilize vertical surface recognition, and
we seek to evaluate it using our own implementation presented
in this paper.

METHOD
Here we present the two parts of our thesis: the implementa-
tion and the evaluation. For the implementation part we will
explain how we implemented certain parts of the application
and why some methods were chosen compared to other meth-
ods. For the evaluation part we go over how we evaluated our
applications precision in measuring the surface area of simple
polygons.

Implementation
Our tool is built using ARKit to handle all tasks related to Aug-
mented Reality and Unity to present the tool’s user interface
and to handle our own generated objects. There are multiple
AR libraries available like Vuforia or Google’s ARCore, but
only ARKit currently supports vertical plane detection. This
also limited us to develop for Apple’s iPhone as ARKit is only
supported by certain iPhone devices.

Hit detection
Initially our project exclusively utilised Unity’s built-in Ray-
casting in order to place GameObjects into our Scene. A
RayCastHit returns the first Collider hit and so we had to
disable the Collider of any GameObject we placed into our
Scene, or the objects would continually stack on top of each
other. This interaction can be filtered out, but disabling the
Collider is a simpler solution. Eventually we implemented
ARKit’s ARHitTest function instead, which allowed us to
use a priority list of targets. Here we encountered a problem
where we could not find a way to create an infinite plane that
an ARHitTest could detect, so we decided to use a mix be-
tween the two techniques; we create a GameObject which
represents a seemingly infinite plane on top of a previously
found plane. We can raycast to find intersections with the new
GameObject.

https://stackoverflow.com/a/26370192
https://stackoverflow.com/a/26370192


Measuring
To be able to measure anything in the real world, we needed
world coordinates as reference. To accomplish this, we per-
formed ARHitTests to look for a plane on which we could
choose to measure. As for the measurements, they were done
using a series of GameObjects representing vertices. The
GameObjects were placed by the user on the chosen plane
using ARHitTests. When at least three GameObjects had
been placed on the chosen plane, drawing a line between
from one GameObject to the next in the same order they
had been placed would create a polygon to measure. The
three-dimensional world coordinates of the GameObjects that
formed the polygon were fed to the algorithm for local coor-
dinates of a two-dimensional polygon in a three-dimensional
space. The results of the algorithm were used with the Shoelac-
ing Formula to calculate the surface area of the polygon.
ARKit uses meters as the standard unit for distance between
objects and the coordinates generated by ARHitTests provide
an estimate for real world distances.

Evaluation
Of the evaluation techniques presented by Dünser &
Billinghurst [3], a non user-based method was deemed the
most fitting to evaluate the accuracy of our Augmented Reality
application. With this in mind, our chosen method for evalu-
ating the system was by comparing manual measurements to
measurements made with the use of Augmented Reality. In
this comparison, the percentage difference between the results
of the different methods of measurement was evaluated. We
used a iPhone SE for running the application during the tests.

Manual Measurements
The manual measuring was done in two parts. For the first
part we drew different polygons, of different sizes, on a white-
board. These were measured and drawn with a yardstick. The
polygons were to be of different shape and size. Between each
drawing we measured the shapes with our AR tool. For the
second part we measured two walls using the same yardstick
as previously mentioned.

Measurements With Augmented Reality
The measurements using our Augmented reality tool were
made at varying distances from the measured shapes to deter-
mine how the virtual planes in the tool would behave.

Shapes
We measured a total of three simple polygons and a circular
shape. Each shape was measured six times and in sets
of two. First set of measurements was taken normally by
selecting a plane around the area to be measured and standing
between 2-3 meters away from the shape. The second set
of measurements was taken after having deselected the
first plane, and selecting a new plane. For the last set of
measurements, we deselected the plane and selected a new
plane and then did the measuring from around 5 meters away.

Figure 1 shows the base shape which has an area of 1m2 with
each vector perpendicular to its neighbours. This shape was
then redrawn into the other shapes. Figure 1 was used in order

Figure 1. A standard square.

Figure 2. A square with a small square cut out of it.

to test general accuracy and tracking.

To create Figure 2, we added another four vertices to Figure
1 and removed one fourth of the shape’s area. Figure 2 has
an area of 0.75m2 and each vector is perpendicular to its
neighbours.

Next we removed a vertex from the Figure 2, creating a
diagonal as seen in figure 3. This shape has an area of 0.875m2

and not all vectors are perpendicular to its neighbours.

The last shape we measured was a circle, as can be seen in fig-
ure 4, with a diameter of 0.5m and an area of roughly 0.79m2.
This was measured by having the tester create multiple vertices
along the lines of the circle thus creating a polygon.

Walls
The two walls we measured had two main differences: the
shape of the wall and the density of its feature points. The
first wall was a completely white, rectangular wall. It had
a low density of feature points: the camera could only find
them when it was within approximately 2dm from the wall.
In order to measure this wall we had to place a small flyer on
the wall, to increase the density of feature points. The second
wall, conversely, had a very high density of feature points. The
surface of the wall was a blackboard with many illustrations
drawn onto it. The camera could easily find feature points on
the second wall from several meters’ distance. The shape of



Figure 3. A square with a smaller triangle cut out of it.

Figure 4. A circle.

the second wall was similar to that of Figure 2 rotated 90◦
counterclockwise.

Data Analysis
The raw data from the tests were measurements in m2. To
analyze the data, it was converted to a percentage difference
for each test compared to the manual measurement using the

formula Adi f f = 100×|1− Atest

Amanual
| where Atest was the result

of the test in m2 and Amanual was the manual measurement of
the surface in m2. Using this data, a mean and a median
difference was found for each measured object, as well as a
total mean and median for the entire population of test data.
Using the mean, a standard deviation was found and used to
calculate a coefficient of variance. The median was used to
describe a central tendency while the coefficient of variance
was used to better understand the spread of the results of our
test data.

RESULT
Here we present details on how the application is implemented
as well as the results from our measurements.

Implementation
In the following section we present our implementation and
how certain aspects of the application are implemented.

Application Architecture
Our tool uses ARKit 1.5’s vertical plane recognition to find
vertical surfaces using the camera on an iPhone or an iPad.
The user is presented with a series of dots representing each
feature point found by ARKit, as seen in Figure 6. When

a plane has been generated using the aforementioned fea-
ture points, the tool will render a series of squares; one
square is shown for each detected surface. The user will
then choose which square best represents the surface they
wish to measure by pointing the targeting reticle towards
the surface and pressing the Select Plane button. This
will create a semi-infinite plane on which the user can mea-
sure a simple polygon and save a reference to the plane in
the StateManager object. The user defines the polygon by
placing anchor points on the generated semi-infinite plane
and is completed when a final anchor point is placed on top
of the first anchor point. This is done by pointing the tar-
geting reticle at any point where the user wishes to place
an anchor and then pressing the same button as previously,
which now reads ”Place Cube”. This stores a reference to
the created objects in a list in the StateManager object. An-
other object called MeasurementManager is checking each
Update() if the user is finished by looking at the boolean
value of StateManager.areaCompleted. If that value is
True, MeasurementManager will perform the surface area
calculations using the positions of the placed GameObjects.
The user is then presented with the surface area of the polygon
written on the screen. Figure 5 demonstrates the process of
measuring a shape.

Calculating Surface Area
The tool employs the Shoelacing Formula to calculate the
surface area of a simple polygon. It is chosen over using a class
to triangulate a simple polygon using ear clipping and to
calculate the surface area of every triangle. Both functions
yield the same result, but the Shoelacing Formula is easier to
implement and has a time complexity of O(n).

Plane Selection
When ARKit’s plane detection finds a plane, on the surface
the user intends to measure, the user can select that plane.
This triggers the creation of a new, semi-infinite plane with
the same normal and position as the chosen plane. The new
plane will act as the plane on which the user draws a polygon
to measure. This method is chosen over using pure plane
detection because plane detection does not reliably create a
plane that covers the entire surface on which the user wishes
to measure. In the event that it does, it does so slower than our
chosen method works. Additionally, on surfaces with a low
density of feature points, finding a plane to work with using a
piece of paper will work using our method, but not using pure
plane detection.

Creation of Polygons
The creation of polygons on the chosen plane works by plac-
ing out each vertex of the polygon in order and finishing
up the polygon by placing one last vertex on the first vertex
placed. Even though our research questions can be answered
using predetermined polygons to place on surfaces, we choose
free-form polygons to better showcase the possibilities of mea-
suring surfaces with Augmented Reality. The tool does not
support complex polygons, as doing so would take more time
to implement and does not provide additional insight when
answering our research questions.



(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 5. A series of steps to measure a shape: (a) shows how the user chooses a plane on which to measure; (b) shows the first anchor of a polygon
being placed; (c) shows the second anchor of a polygon being placed; (d) shows the third anchor of a polygon being placed; and, (e) shows the final
result of a measurement.

Figure 6. A series of yellow dots representing feature points and a section
of a blue square representing a plane.

Evaluation
In this section we present the data our evaluation method
yielded.

Shapes
The results of our test measurements of the shapes represented
by Figure 1 through Figure 4 are presented here.

The measurements using Augmented Reality were made in
pairs: after two measurements had been made, the application
was restarted and a new plane was found. An exception to
this was when we were measuring Figure 1; we had to find
a new plane between AR Test 3 and AR Test 4. During the
tests of Figure 3, we had issues with the phone we used for

Test Figure 1 Figure 2 Figure 3 Figure 4
Manual 1.0 0.75 0.875 0.79

AR Test 1 1.0745 0.7268 0.9015 0.7482
AR Test 2 0.9835 0.7462 1.2147 0.7013
AR Test 3 1.0367 0.7309 0.8076 0.7658
AR Test 4 1.0213 0.7615 0.7723 0.7864
AR Test 5 0.9309 0.6558 0.5166 0.7571
AR Test 6 0.9246 0.6937 0.7003 0.7237

Table 1. Measurement results of shapes in m2

testing not being able to keep track of its own position in the
three-dimensional space generated by Unity. This resulted in
that the chosen planes moved out of place and affected the
quality of the measurements made. Objects we had placed in
the application often did so, but to a much lesser extent. The
measurements of Figure 4 were made by placing many anchor
points to simulate a curve.

Walls
Following are the results of our test measurements of the two
walls.

Test White Wall Blackboard Wall
Manual 18.207 11.481

AR Test 1 17.0802 10.9363
AR Test 2 23.9346 10.8482
AR Test 3 16.7664 7.8859
AR Test 4 17.7626 11.0689

Table 2. Measurement results of walls in m2

On the first plane found, two measurements were taken. The
rest of the measurements were each on a new plane of their
own. During measurement AR Test 2 on the white wall, the
plane on which we placed anchor points moved significantly
between each time we placed a point.



Difference
From the results presented in Table 1 and Table 2, we can deter-
mine the percentage difference of the measurements compared
to the manual measurements. From this point, we present all
values rounded to two decimals.

Test Figure 1 Figure 2 Figure 3 Figure 4
AR Test 1 7.45 3.09 3.03 5.29
AR Test 2 1.65 0.51 38.82 11.23
AR Test 3 3.67 2.55 7.70 3.06
AR Test 4 2.13 1.53 11.74 0.46
AR Test 5 6.91 12.56 40.96 4.16
AR Test 6 7.54 7.51 19.97 8.39

Table 3. Measurements of shapes, difference in percent compared to to
manual measurements

Test White Wall Blackboard Wall
AR Test 1 6.20 4.74
AR Test 2 31.46 5.51
AR Test 3 7.91 31.31
AR Test 4 2.44 3.59

Table 4. Measurement of walls, difference in percent compared to man-
ual measurements

Using Table 3 and Table 4, we can extrapolate each object’s
measurements’ mean and median difference, as well as the
mean and the median difference of all measurements com-
bined.

Test Mean Median
Figure 1 4.89 5.29
Figure 2 4.63 2.82
Figure 3 20.37 15.86
Figure 4 5.43 4.73

White Wall 12.00 7.06
Blackboard Wall 11.29 5.13

Total 9.53 6.20
Table 5. Mean and median of measurement differences in percent com-
pared to manual measurements

Our population standard deviation helps us determine the co-
efficient of variation of our test data.

DISCUSSION
Here we discuss and analyze the results and method.

Result
In this section we discuss and analyze the results for this thesis
which includes the gathered data from our performed tests, as
well as the architecture for our implementation.

Application Architecture
When writing our application, we focused the most on making
the implementation reliable and correct. We did not spend
time ensuring modularity, as we deemed only a couple features
necessary in order to perform our evaluation. We have put
effort into making sure a class only does one thing, in order
to keep classes as small and simple as possible. This is the
general idea for our managers, e.g. StateManager which
handles the state of the application. This includes the amount
of markers placed, or whether a plane has been chosen or not.

Population Standard Deviation, σ 10.74
Coefficient of Variation, CV 1.13

Table 6. Standard Deviation and Error of the Mean

Measurement Difference
If we look back at Table 5 for the mean and median of our
measurements, we can tell that there are imprecisions but in
the general case they are small enough to still give a decent
approximation of an area. A few different factors can be the
reason for this.

1. World tracking
World tracking is considered an inexact science[1], and it
relies heavily on the environment surrounding the device.
Fair or poor conditions can make or break the experience,
or in this case the measuring.

2. Human Error
All vertices during measuring were placed manually on a
drawn shape or at the corner of a wall. This means that
each vertex could be off by a few centimeters, depending on
the ability of the person doing the measuring. There’s also
the chance that our manually drawn reference shapes were
drawn incorrectly. The latter seems more unlikely as the
shapes were drawn using a yard stick, which should make
the shape a reliable size.

The data however does point to AR and ARKit being a rea-
sonable option for fast, approximate measurements. It’s not
precise enough that it could compete to manual measurements
or laser measurements, but has potential in areas that do not
mind the slight imprecision.

Measurements from Greater Distances
When measuring surfaces from greater distances, we noticed
that the results of our measurements deviated slightly more
from the manual measurements. This seems to be attributed to
less precise placement of anchor points because of involuntary
hand movement.

World Tracking Consistency
As we performed our tests, the plane we had chosen would
move every now and then, causing our anchor points to be
slightly mispositioned and in turn causing the resulting poly-
gons to be skewed. This seemed to happen randomly, although
we recorded a higher frequency during the testing of Figure
3. The shape of the figure is most likely unrelated to this
behaviour. When running an earlier version of the tool on a
more modern iPhone X, we noted that the phone’s perceived
position seemed much more stable. One action that might
counteract the changes in our tool’s chosen plane is to disable
plane detection as soon as a plane has been chosen. This is
because plane detection, as long as it is active, will try to refine
the positioning and bounds of a detected plane.

Data Analysis
The number of data points in our population of test data is 32;
this is a lower number than we would have preferred and our
analysis will therefore most likely yield less definitive results.
Another study with more extensive tests might be needed.



When examining Table 1 and 2, outliers differing greatly from
the expected results of measurements seemed more common
when measuring walls. This could be due to more required
movement of the camera, which the iPhone used for testing
seemed to react poorly to in terms of location tracking.

Most of the measurements made during testing had an
error percentage close to that of the median, with only 3 out
of 32 measurements that had an error of over 20%. The errors
of the outliers are large, affecting the mean quite a bit. We
judge the variability of our data set using its coefficient of
variation, which is slightly large at 1.13.

Method
In this section we discuss our methods used to answer the
research questions we have posed in this paper.

Implementation
With how Unity projects are designed, we are forced into
Object Oriented programming. We have tried to achieve good
encapsulation by keeping functions as small as possible, and
we implemented multiple handler classes to keep classes small
and focused on a specific type of task. There is nothing we
would like to change in how we implemented the application,
apart from a few functions we would have liked but could not
implement due to time constraints.

Evaluation
Due to time constraints, we could not perform as many tests
as we would have preferred. We would have liked to test more
different shapes in more varying lighting and with more tests
per shape. We do feel that the tests gave an indication that our
tool works, but more data will give a better picture of its exact
precision.

Comparing measurements using Augmented Reality
with manual measurements can be useful, but as the manual
measurements are by definition done manually, there can be
errors in their results as well. If so, the differences in Table
3 and Table 4 could be inaccurate. With this in mind, more
manual measurements and more drawings to be measured of
each shape could be beneficial.

During our testing and implementation we only had
access to one type of device, the iPhone SE. We would have
liked to have access to other devices, but unfortunately this
was not possible. During testing we managed to borrow an
iPhone X once, which showed us a superior ability to detect
planes even on surfaces which lacked feature points. This
showed us that there is most likely variance depending on the
hardware of the device used, and as such there is more testing
which can be done.

When performing the same tests in the same condi-
tions using the same model of iPhone that we used in our tests,
it is not guaranteed that the result of the tests are the same.
This is due to the unpredictability of the phone’s perceived
position in the real world. Some of the tests might yield
strange results, much like those of Figure 3, though there is
a possibility of no results that differ greatly from the norm.

This definitely affects the reliability of the tests, but it might
be counteracted by performing more tests and/or using a more
modern iPhone.

Data Analysis
As we are not interested in the absolute difference between
our manual measurements and the measurements retrieved
through tests with our AR tool, we analyze the percentage
difference instead. This gives more accurate data, as users are
not expected to measure all objects from the same distance.
Anchor points will generally be placed from a greater distance
when measuring larger surfaces, making the positioning of
the anchor points less exact. Taking this into account, how
many centimeters a measurement differs from the real size of
a surface will not be as descriptive as what percentage of error
the measurement yields.

The data we have gathered from tests is skewed by a
few outliers. To make sure these outliers do not affect our
analysis of the data more than necessary we do not use the
mean values of the tests to determine the central tendency of
the difference of each shape; instead, we use the median. The
mean value is not representative of the central tendency of a
population of skewed data. This can be seen when comparing
the mean percentage difference with the median percentage
difference of the test data from the blackboard wall tests in
Figure 5; the mean differs greatly from the median value,
which is less affected by outliers and skewed data.

We consider the median value to be a more accurate
measure of the central tendency of our data population, since
the data consists of many similar values and a few very
different outliers. We include the mean values in our tables
because it helps us determine how skewed the data is; a
bigger difference between mean and median values indicates
a more heavily skewed population of data. If outliers tend
to differ enough from the expected results of measurements,
a user might have and easier time determining if a given
measurement is sensible or not. Conversely, a wrong reading
that is close enough to the actual measurement might be
harder to notice.

As a central tendency would not accurately describe
what to expect from most measurements, we also inspected
the standard deviation of our whole population of test data
to calculate its coefficient of variation. The coefficient of
variation gave us more information regarding the spread of
our test data.

Missing Data
We have not considered or measured all data that could be
relevant in this report. Either due to not expecting the data to
become relevant, or failing to see its importance. For example,
we have not measured the distance from the created plane. This
data would be important because of the fact that, as mentioned
earlier, the plane was observed to move from the intended
position. By measuring the distance from the plane we would
be able to analyze the relative positions of the placed vertices
and get a more clear picture of how much the plane moves
between measurements or vertex placements.



Figure 7. A flyer attached to a surface that has a low density of feature
points to facilitate plane detection. The blue square is the plane gener-
ated from ARKit’s plane detection and the magenta lines are the outlines
of the measured area.

Usability in Real-Life Situations
Our Augmented Reality tool is useful in that it can calculate
an estimated surface area of a shape that exists on a plane. It
will not provide an exact measurement most of the time but
this is still moderately useful when some error is acceptable;
For example, when estimating material costs for painting a
wall.

A user can run into issues using the tool when attempting to
measure surfaces that have a low density of feature points,
as generating a plane will in this situation be difficult for
ARKit’s plane recognition. This problem can be combated
with the use of a flyer, a poster or any other thin, flat object
with a high density of feature points. The simple solution
is attaching the feature point-dense object to the surface to
temporarily increase the surface’s density of feature points.
This should enable the tool to detect a suitable plane easily
and is illustrated in Figure 7.

Source Criticism
A majority of our references are either forum posts or
documentation. The forum posts have been tested and
reflected upon to ascertain the validity, as it’s not the reliable
source we wanted. Sources for most of the implementation
and theory behind ARKit refer to documentation for the
respective tools.

While there exists a lot of research about Augmented
Reality, most research we have found do not relate all that
well to our thesis. Milgram et al presented a virtual measuring
tape[8] in an AR environment as part of their Human-Robot
communication solution, however compared to our work they
do not evaluate the precision or exactness of the measuring.

CONCLUSION
We have written an ARKit implementation for iOS devices
that measure the surface area of vertical and horizontal areas
and evaluated its precision compared to manual measurements.
This project has furthered our understanding of Augmented
Reality and we have found strengths and weaknesses with the
technology. We have been able to determine the feasibility
and precision of an Augmented Reality measuring tool, and
so the purpose of this thesis has been fulfilled.
Vertical surface recognition has been working relatively well
despite being released into Beta in January 2018 and then later
officially released in Mars 2018. The technology has room
for improvement as we can still experience anchors being
displaced and thus objects not tracking correctly.
Here we present our final conclusions to our research questions
presented in this thesis.

Is it possible to measure the surface area of a vertical wall
using Augmented Reality?
Our data gathered during evaluation suggests that in a general
case, it’s reasonable to assume that Augmented Reality can be
used to measure surfaces areas and, by extension, distances.
The measurements should however be treated as approxima-
tions, as the precision cannot compare to that of manual or
laser tools.

How much do measurements of a surface area obtained
through our Augmented Reality tool differ from manual
measurements?
The median provides the most accurate result for our data set
and shows we can expect an estimated 6.2% deviation from
our manual measurements.

Future work
Due to time constraints we could not go through with all the
tests we would have liked to perform. We would have liked
to perform more tests in order to improve the reliability of
our calculated precision and to evaluate our application on
multiple different iOS devices.
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